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A.S. approves $5,000 loan to 1NVC
By Kimberly Lambe
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The SJSU Associated Student’. Board 01
Directors approved, in a closed session
Wednesday, to allocate a $5,000 loan to the
West Valley College Associated Student
Senate Executive Board, enabling the community college to file a lawsuit against the West
Valley-Mission Community College District.
Executive board members of West Valley’s
st
Student Senate want to sue the J

.1(151,scfs 101 flit student government
group have been, "infringing on the rights of
the organization to make its own decisions,"
said the organization’s president Dallas
I &wrence.
According to Mike Yaghmai, SJSU A.S.
vice president. the board approved the loan to
the West Valley student government because
its accounts have been frozen, inhibiting them
from allocating money for any purpose.
"(West Valle, student Senate) budget is

currently frozen due to an on -going, kutle
with the administration over there," l’aglimai
said. "So, when they approached its to uk for
monetary help, we decided to give them the
loan."
Ed Myers, dean of students at West Valley
College, said the Student Senate accounts
were frozen because it was "making financial
commitments without providing knowledge
to the rest of the student body."
"We have had issues with Lawrence and

the executive board member, bete for ses viol
reasons ... including the calling of illegal
meetings which I have authorized the breakup of and violation of several other college
policies," Myers said. Myers and the West
Valley College Director of Student Activities,
Mary fortune. serve as advisers for West
\railer’, student senate.
Hie West Valley Norseman, the college’s
newspaper, has reported that members of the
executive board have been accused of calling

illegal meetings, violating by-laws. Articles
also state Lawrence himself has allegedly made
racially and sexually biased comments to Campus representatives.
Shane Virtue, environmental commissioner for the West Valley Student Senate, said the
conflict between the administration and the
board has existed for the entire academic year
but has intensified in the last four months.
"The executive board has been doing

See West Valley, page 5
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Dancing in the street

By Deanna Zemke
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer

Folkloric dancer Angeka Gonzales of James Logan High School in Union City perlorms a bade, a dance that is performed to represent a specific state in Mexico. The

PHOTO BY ARIC CRABB Spartan Daily
dancers from Logan High School participated in OK de Mayo celebrations in downtown San Jose Sunday

City fiesta brings thousands
By Laura Venni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Tomorrow
Despite their
hectic schedules,
students find the
time to exercise

Culture honored by dress
By Gloria Magenta
Spartan Duily Sniff Writer
Cinco de Mayo has bccome more
than just a historical chapter in Mexico’s
history books. It was .1 victory for the
poorly equipped soldiers’ defeat of
Frame’s powerful army when they
attempted to take over the state of
Puebla in the I BBOs
( :deluging this customary day provides A ChAIICC to celebrate other dad&
t i ((( is which have passed down through
the generations sin li as die traditional

music of the Mantis it ond folkloric.
dancing.
"To play is a Mari:Idler() is a beanie
fill thing be( allSe I urn a representaton of
die Mexican culture that is demonstrat
ed through my songs and attire," said
Miguel Martine/ of the group Los
Mensajeros (the messengers).
The Maria( hi is Ali ensemble of eight
to ten people usually visible al Most ciii
tura! festivals, weddings, restaurant,: and
at birthdays silig,ing the Inariallilas. Ira
dittonal song of cult mitt i.01
See
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Andrew Junior Polturak, 44, of Mountain View is
being sought On a $25,000 arrest warrant for prescription forgery.
Polturak entered the Santa Clara County Medical
( :annabis Center on Meridian Avenue in San Jose at
noon on April 1(. lie presented the dispensary a prescription for cannabis as a treatment for a medical
rondition.
The center has non been issued a special use per’nit from the City of San Jose to dispense marijuana
and, [hemline, could not fill the prescription
Polturak returned -to the tenter April 25 amid told the
operators of the dispensary he forged the prescripHon lie then left the premises and never received
.1111. 111.111111.111.1.
"it ttrsl tip 10 K.11-yti Simunii, an assistant district
attorney for the
City of San Jose,
Peter Baez of the
Santa Clara County
Medical Cannabis
(:enier called the
San Jose Police
1)epartment’5
and
Narcotics
Cover t
Investigations Unit,
to notify them of
the forgery.
Investigation
into the incident
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"It was a red
flag right away
because the
dispensary
knew that
doctors don’t
use the
prescription
pad for
marijuana."
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"We want to salute the diverse talent that
is not just indigenous to SJSU, but in the
community too."
- Saralyn Boyd-Winslow,
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A.S. has lost the will to govern in the interest of the student body
Enough is enough. ’Ile Associated
Students government has lost the will
to truly represent the students in a
democratic fashion.
How in the world do the executives
think they can explain killing the Program
Board, eliminating the judicial review
board’s funding and giving the A.S. president a 100 percent raise?
They must think the students at San
Jose State University arc either dumb or
denet care.

Unfortunately, they’re right. The SJSU
student body could care less about what
the A.S. government does with its money.
We’ve proven it time and time again.
lam turnout at A.S. elections, no attendance at A.S. meetings and little participation in A.S. events mean most of the
25,000 students who walk this campus
could care less what the A.S. does.
’1’ hat’s really too had because if the students took a cursory glance at the activities
of current A.S. l’resident Jerry Simmons or

Editorial
the board of directors, they would be
appalled.
This week, the A.S. killed the Program
Board, which brought Ben Harper here on
Wednesday night, while Simmons danced.
The A.S. also decided to listen to some
consultant who told them to run the A.S.
more like a non-profit corporation instead
of a government and stop funding A kid icial

branch.
The Associated Student government is
just that, a government.
The problem has been the A.S. is operating like a corporation instead of a government.
There has been no checks and balances
on the power of the executive branch and
there has been little real concern about the
people the government is supposed to serve.
We continue to harp on the same theme
all semester with the AS., but it is neces-

Displays of affection
belong in the closet

Hollywood, celebrities
advertise smoking
Ilie past four years, the United Slates has expert
tait sal a dramatic increase in the number of young
smokers. This isn’t a new revelation.
Even President Bill Clinton acknowledged its presence in August 1996 when he announced the nation’s
first comprehensive program aimed at preventing children and adolescents from a lifetime of nicotine addiction.
Yet as this startling fact continues to plague our society, we continue to be surrounded by images that show
smoking as being glamorous.
In US IllagaZille’S March issue, 1.iv Tyler, Maury
Sterling, James Dean and Paul Newman appear before
the camera with a cigarette AS A rather overstated accessory.
In addition to publicizing
pretty faces
these well
posing with cigarettes dangling
from their famous lips, the
magazine also writes that Drew
liarrymon, Jol y Depp and
Kate Muss smoke
This kind of information
would be pertinent if the publication was called Cigarette
WRITER’S FORUM
liy Tiffany
Aficionado, but it’s not.
It’s all etllertAlfilltelit magaSanchez
zine that is read by millions of
star-struck fans especially
teenagers -- who want to be like their favorite celebrities.
Unfintianately, what magazines like US and In Style,
which also featured Supermodel Cane Otis puffing away
backstage at the 1995 New York Eishion shows in Bryant
l’ark, don’t walla. is that by featuring these celebrity
:smokei,6, they its not only saying that smoking is A
!hey are also
%UAW!91.110.11f AMC as tivity in Hollywiiiiil
providing the tobacco industry with free advertising.
Although All advertisement is generally defined as an
announcement, promoting A product or service, which is
publicly published or broadcast and is paid for by the
promoter, one can’t help but acknowledge these editorials and picture-perfect celebrity photos AS unpaid
endorsements fin the tobacco industry.
In addition to tOtitrubtiling to the tobacco industry’s
annual advertising campaign of more than $6 billion,
magazines fuel the fire liy glorifying the most dangerous
(it all sonsumer rosins is. ,igarettes.
According to Ben Bur, author of "Why People
" Smoke," 90 percent of smokers started its children
bet Anse they WAIIIM li, seem more grown-up.
Bur also said kids Are easily influenced by celebrity
idols sin It AS Brad Pitt, Winona Ryder .ind Uma
Thurman, all of whom smoke.
Bur goes on to say that today’s youth needs to be educated about the risks associated with smoking. citing
I lumpluev Bogart .is insi 1111r of A handful of s debrity
smokers who have died from the leading Lather killer,
lung Lamer.
( )tir sin wry needs to Mille ill the fight against ’,iliac, o promor11111
Suit e 1,111,115 .fi ions like 11S and Iti Style are driven by
the all might v dollar, we Heed li. Irl I helll 611W that Stith
Illiedinal pr.i, Hsi, won’t be tolerated
If the media realties dim is Audience en I pleased
wills tins gio, 111111,11t e, MAN" ,s- ii 55 ill tes onside!’ 111.1dvertently pushing a prodint 111..1 s ’,limpid& lot killing
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A southern affection hits home
People born in California and

here is something about the
American South that draws me
to it.
Despite the racism and xenophobia
that infiltrates every segment of southern society, the South holds a power
and magic that the cities of the North
have never been able to duplicate.
I suppose that my familial roots
(Texas and Arkansas) have something to
do with my love for things Southern.
But the food, culture, land and people are what have earned my affections.
The food in New Orleans is spicier,
sweeter and tastier than that of the
high-falutin’ restaurants of San Francisco or New York.
The books and music of a writer born on the South
Carolina coast or in the Mississippi Delta have more
soul, passion and meaning than those whose authors
claim Maine or California to be their birthplace.
(Although Harlem -born authors and musicians seem
to carry some of those same characteristics.)
A southerner has more pride, more passion and
more loyalty than their northern counterparts.
And despite claims to the contrary, people in the
south are just as intelligent as those from the north.
But why?
Maybe it’s the weather.
The hot, wet summers and the power that Is packed
in the tornados, thunderstorms and hurricanes that rip
into the South every year remind me so much of the
food, the people and the culture.
Or maybe it’s that fact that people in the smith have
lived a much more difficult life than those who were
born above the Mason-Dixon line.
The fact that less than 30 years ago many people still
one
picked cotton by hand in Texas (my niother
of them) and gathered shrimp Ori the South Carolina
coast has everything to do with the nature of a southerner.
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the most part. don’t know hard

They think sitting at a desk or working
in an enlosed Factory for 12 hours a day is
hard work, or that not having a television
set or electricity is a difficult life.
Difficult is watching midnight raiders
dressed in white robes come and take
away a family member whom you never
see again.
Hard is watching an army march
through your town and burn it to the
ground.
Painful is seeing legalized racism.
But AS ny mother says, difficulty builds character.
and it’s be ter to have the racism in your face where you
can see it rather than behind your back.
Don’t get me wrong. I love California. The view
from the Oakland I fills, looking to San Francisco, is
the greatest view on earth and the cultural (an, music,
hooks, people) diversity can’t be matched.
But feeling the thick humidity of a North Carolina
summer morning is far better than feeling the cold
breeze of San Francisco Bay.
Smelling the barbecue of a Memphis rib joint is
heavenly next to the stench of A K ’Iticago hot dog stand.
An evening dip in a 1.011iSialla creek isa far cry better than the weekend traffic IAMS headed for Lake
Tahoe
One day, I will live in the South. I’ll probably hate it
utter a while and move hack to the Oakland I fills and
the great views.
But for A while, the southern way of life will beat the
antiseptic one of the North.
And for a while, I’ll consider myself lucky to call
myself A southerner.
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novs two things are known about Ellen
SitDeGeneres: She’s a lesbian, and she has no class.
The first I have no problem with; the second, I do.
Two weekends ago. DeGeneres and new girlfriend
Anne Hecht ("Donnie Brasco- and "Volcano") were
captured by media photographers making a spectacle of
themselves at the White House by kissing and fondling
each other.
Excuse me, but this is the President of the United
States, for Christ’s sake.
Is Ellen that insecure in her fresh leap from the closet that she must rub it in all of America’s face?
This is not a homosexual issue.
It’s about taste and the fact that DeGeneres appal
ently has none.
When Brad Pitt and
Gwyneth Paltrow were invited
to meet President Bill Clinton,
they were not caught slobbering all over each other.
It’s beyond me that be it
a man or a woman
DeGeneres would think that
anyone would want to witness
WRITER’S FORUM
her make-out tactics.
By Terri K.
For the record, I’m not a
Milner
big fan of public displays of
affection ("P.D.A. as my
sciio
friends
I called it in high

(Son.
...... e-terythinif

/il

Mine !hall SIX 11111111.11 peilpic ssotldWliti. pet Vs’Ar

sary.
Democracy must have checks and balances, and this latest attack upon the judiciary by the executive and the board is just
the latest example of the disrespect shown
to one of the governmental branches.
We can now only hope that A.S. president-elect Jeffrey Batuhan has seen the error
of the ways of his predecesor and will right
the wrongs that have already been committed.

the Spartan flatly Managing Editor
Hit column appears every Monday

Students don’t care
about cultural events
Ekcryonc tail kilt II
MO.111.1110111 the

sill Of tehICAtIt.11 III sot...eft
and other cultural escnis hind
mg, but the last is ’,1st ’ si ’Ricoh
don’t go to thew things invv.av
They don’t esen safe it ilievre
happening on their sample
Elie Ben 1 ltruer show in the
liniscrsity
B411room
on
Wednesday w.ts a great example
of students Ignoring a great show
put on by Ail tipsoming musi
clan. When I chesked out the
crowd, I ....old resognize only
’,1st I faces
fistir
Sure, the ss hind is huge
t .’S,000 phis peoplet, and I
tea ngnioe eserv situ
dent Puss’, hut I have [wed on
sample tor alnuirst two years and
could probably res All Al !VAS!
6,000 Lis, No if I %ere is esti
mate SJSC students in ADO)
dance. I would Say there were
About 20 Keep in mind that the
Isallroom holds alsolit SOO peo
was hosting the
pie. And ’,1St
event. You’ll see thur ll’s A pathetic shim ing ha, pour tali Its the
o,t,tithi. there %ere large groups

There is no reason for bedroom activities to occur
"anywhere but there.
Her lack of decorum is compounded by her showcasing them ins the highest office in the nation.
Doesn’t Ellen realize that by behaving in such a manner, she will Accomplish the very opposite of what she is
setting out to do?
She told interviewers she was afraid she’d no longer
he Accepted. Well, she won’t be accepted by me.
But not because of bier sexual preference. Because of
her lack of class.
Ellen has said she doesn’t want to be America’s "lesbian poster girl."
Then why is she reveling in her homosexuality in
front of the leader from the free world?
1 supported DeGeneres hauling her character out of
the chisel For all of the people in the real -world gay
COM11111111tV, there have been none as television leads.
I do ’tot think DeGeneres’ coming out warranted the
WW1’ III ’ I 1111e "
tistxii.ility should be accepted enough that one
person s outing should not warrant such fanfare.
I Nan. lied the episode of "Ellen" Wednesday night
when I /et niteres’s character, Ellen Morgan. owned up
to her long latent lesbianism.
It was funny. It was hilarious. It was touching. I truly
emoved it I haven’t tuned into "Ellen" for quite awhile,
but i WAS glad I did.
I inlintun.urly, Ellen Alorgan had more class when
making her exit from the sonfines of the closet than
Ellen De(:etieres slid
I find public grope sessions juvenile and outrageous Is’ inappropriate
no Matter what the couple’s sexual
tirientation might be
. As fin Ellen’s sinning out (both of them) ... hey.
more power to her. It’s a gutsy move to make.
As lor her carrying 011 in friatt of the President of the
United Stales of Amerisa
that kind of behavior
should be kept where it belongs. In the closet.

Fern Is" ,Milner 1, a ,Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Letters to the Editor
01 people who made the cony
mute to Mc show from SAMA
lira t/111VerSlly,
liCtkdeV,
Narita Cr11/ And stantord
With the student support for
estrasurrisulat astivities being
virtually nonexistent, the A.S
government should relocale the
money toward ntore edination
Maybe the extra education
will enlighten the students, and
in the future they might be able
to (pen their minds toward different cultures and comer!,
John Meyer
Magazine lournalism

Making money, profit
the American way
hiss. support
Mark
steldel’s opinion of scalpers
scalpers represent America
s nirepreneurs and imaginatise
thinkers At their best
%Alpert are lust people mak
mg mimes the AlliefIc All way h
does happen to be illegal. but As
Mr Steidel points out, it’s not
like they are selling s ras k
%%0111d

Speaking of stack, I am all for
selling it. Selling crack is another
example of American entrepreneurism. pitchers are just "trying
to make A buck." Right?
Besides. these drug pushers are
working hard to make money: it’s
not like thev are the worst kind of
missal sermin who wait for A government welfare check. What can
be so wrong about wanting to
make a profit? It’s not like someone is pointing a gun to UMW one’s head.
Speaking of guns, I am all for
guns
arms of all kinds: 1114
AlltOMAI is weapons, anti-aircraft
gains, bazookas, short-range missiles. Anybody that has the
money should be able to buy one.
Speaking of products. I am all
for selling products! DDT,
asbestos, unpasteurized juices.
lead palm. sigarettes. These companies spent thousands, maybe
s. of dollars marketing
these products. They Are just
-trying to make a buck.- Right?
Please. Mr. Artist Formerly
knossn As Prince, stop stifling
the Anierican spirit of capitalism.
Raymond Losey
English
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University Room at the Student Union.
Eleven students from the college departments will receive a $500 scholarship and a special certificate in recognition for their achievements. Distinguished alumni will also be honored at the reception.
All are welcomed to attend the event.
Refreshments will be served.
For more information, call the CASA Dean’s
Office at 924-2900.

Ministry holds daily Mass
The Catholic Campus Ministry will be holding its daily Mass today from 12:05-12:30 p.m.
For those interested in attending, the Mass will
be held at John XXIII Center. located across
from SJSU Theatre. For more information, call
Ginny at 938-1610.
Golden Key holds meeting
The Golden Key National I boors Society
will hold a general meeting today at 12:30 p.m.
For those who are interested, please meet in the
Montalvo Room at the Student Union. All
members arc encouraged to attend. Call J.
Sherry at 738-2774 for more information.

Deltas to host women’s
self-esteem workshop
I her.. is liiisiing .1 ii -African

Delta

American women and self-esteem- workshop
today from 6-8 p.m. in the Joe West Hall
lounge. For more information. call Tiffany
Simpson at 298-6439.

tScholarship winners,
alumni honored
The College of Applied Sciences and Arts
(CASA) Alumni Association will host its annual
reception today from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the

Compiled by Melanie Rolorigue
Spartan Daily Staff Wrtter

Colorado students riot
kit )Cl.DER. Colo. 1AP) --apparently set by students celebrating
dosed off a popular student area the end of classes.
sunday to try to avert a third night of
They confronted police into
. lashes between police and college Saturday morning. Eleven people
students upset over effints to curb were arrested and 20 were injured.
their partying.
Early Sunday, a large crowd spilled
Hundreds of University of out of a show at the Fox Theater in a
Colorado students tossed rocks and popular student area near the universtones at police early Sunday.
sity known as "the Hill."
Six students and slot police officers
The crowd began lighting bonwere injured. Two students remained fires and setting fire to trash bins and
hospitalized Sunday in serious condi- breaking windows, city spokestion.
woman Leslie Aaholm said. Police
"There is a college experience that responded with rubber bullets and
includes partying and (they feel) they tear gas. until the crowd was brought
are entitled to that experience." under control.
Police Chief Tom Koby said.
Twenty-six people were arrested,
On Friday night. a crowd of about 14 of them college students.
1.500 people gathered after firefightJunior John Cooper contended
ers arrived to put out a large bonfire that students leaving bars encoun-

tered a -wall of police in riot gear.
The students felt threatened .., in
response they (students) created their
own wall."
The police chief said business in
the Hill area would close early
Sunday night and a concert at the Fox
Theater was canceled.
Jennifer Frank, an outgoing student union executive, said, "There’s a
real concern, no, a frustration, at the
way they’ve (students) been treated by
the city. They feel they’ve been put
down to second-class citizens."
University
President
John
Buechner said he will support
expelling students convicted of violent acts.

Gun-toting paraplegic
surrenders peacefully
ESCONDIDO, Calif. (AP) A
man in a wheelchair fired at least 60
rounds of ammunition inside his
home and held SWAT officers at bay
for more than five hours Sunday
befine peacefully surrendering, officials said.
Nobody was injured during the
standoff outside the home where
Robert Paul Lambert lived alone and
amassed a collection of high-powered
rifles and other weapons, said sheriffs
Sgt. Don Crist,
lambert, who is paraplegic, was
known by iteighlxus fir randomly firing the weapons inside his home. lie
apparently suffered from psychotic
episodes that made him shoot at
imaginary enemies. Crist said.
"Ile’s a had shot. He’s in a wheelchair shooting through his walls,"
said neighbor Stan Palmer, who

added that he was not too worried
about being hit in the barrage.
Neighbors, who had reported the
gunfire once before, called police
about 4 a.m. Sunday. Officers quickly surrounded the house and the gunfire stopped, but there was no
response from Lambert.
An armored vehicle was eventually
driven up to the porch, and negotiators
convinced Lambert to leave peacefully.
A subsequent search uncovered
four semiautomatic rifles, three handguns. ammunition and what
appeared to be methamphetamines.
Crist said. Every room in the house
and a new car in the garage was covered with bullet holes.
I.ambert, 38, was arrested for
investigation of discharging a weapon
and possession of drugs. He was
booked into San Diego County Jail.

WE’LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
PHOTO BY DONA N1CHOLe Spartan Daily
at
Morris
Dailey
Auditorium
on
Friday.
The group was accompanied by the
Celebration
Put West African Drum Ensemble performs during the Diversity
Afncan-Caribbean Dance Ensemble. The purpose of the celebration was to help others see that life isn’t always black and white.

Diversity
continued from page 1
played off to the side of the stage.
This is the ritual lion dance,"
said Dave Thomas, the East/West
Karate School’s director. "It was
developed in the villages of China
where there was not much entertainment and the dance would last as
long as three hours. Though in more
recent times, it has become much
shorter."
Shortening the three hour tradition may be due to the logistics
involved with performing the ritualistic dance.
’The head is very heavy."

tion, which drew about 100 students and faculty members. MIS MI
’Thursday.
""We didn’t pick the fifth
anniversary of the I..A. Riots to do
this," Boyd-Winslow said. "But I
think it’s appropriate to have people
coming together to celebrate differduring this week."
’lite I alumni of S.111 lose
wrapped up the event. While people
played instruments, a group of
white -clad, barefoot individuals
exhiliited a type of slow-motion
.m111,111.16011 of karate Mid gyMMISku king and jabbing their way

Thomas said. "But the tail is tough
because the person in the back has
to stay in an uncomfortable position."
The Aztlan Academy, also founded in 1972, presented women who
swirled onto the stage in a burst of
billowing and frilly skirts, elaborately trimmed with ribbons anti men in
traditional mariachi outfits and big
black hats. Mexican music blared
from two speakers. while the women
twirled and the men high -stepped,
banging the heels of their boots with
the beat.
It was symbolic that the celebra-

INC do Alld

If you qualify, we’ll reduce your debtup
to $65,000. Payment is either Y3 of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You’ll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
1 -800 -USA AP/VIY

011111110111.11

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Mccrilly

www.goarmy.com

Man uses cops’ gun to kill self
, , htrom

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) A man
who rented out a room in the residence of a police officer used the officer’s gun to fatally shoot himself in
the head, authorities said Sunday.
Matthew I: istlitrom, 30, had been
drinking with friends in the backyard
Saturday night when he ransacked
the officer’s bedroom and found the
gun.
He shot himself once in the forehead, the police department said in a
press release .
Police did not know a motive for
the apparent suicide, and said the
incident was under investigation.

in pairs around the stage.
"Capoeira was a Brazilian martial
art created by African slave’s over
400 years ago," said Master Wagner
Fluent), who fiimided the group in
1995.
Fhe success of the evening w.ts
evident by the animated applause.
which recalled Boyd Winslows
opening comments.
"Some people fight diveisoy,
some people tolerate diveistiv and
sonic people embratc diveistiv; she
said. "I hope that I.f CoMIC III thi
first two props, ii is ill I us liii

If you’re stuck with a student loan that’s not
in default, the At-my might pay it off.

’Die officer’s name
released.

had been renting from the
officer for six months.
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Reality

Perceptions

Our market leadership and dynamic growth create exceptional
opportunities for sell starters with a proven track record
of achievement Qualified candidates must he goal oriented
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communication abilities and exceptional interpersonal skills
No sales experience is mooned

* Only 32% of SISU
students drink alcohol at
least once a week.

* SISLI Students believe that
89% of average students use
alcohol at least once a week.

* Only 6% of SJSU
students use marijuana at
least once a month.

SJSU students believe that
74% of average students use
marijuana at least once a month.
* 64% of SIS1.1 students don’t
know if the campus has a drug and
alcohol prevention program

A1555

* In fact, SJSU does have a
drug and alcohol prevention
program center located in
MAHN 222A. 924-5945

LH

Immerse yourself in our world If you are a high achiever who
thrives on a challenge, start your career with an outstanding
compensation and benefits package plus the advancement
potential only a world leader can provide We are actively
recruiting on campus f or consideration, please forward your
resume to Experian, c/a IMP Worldwide, Ann Sandra Cleft SJSU. 12225 Greeneville Are Suite 750 Dallas, TX 75243.
fax 19121994-9577.. mail sclerli <rime corn I Of

experian
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Instructor enjoys Lease on life
Broadway musicals on campus."
"The Gus Lease Show." featured
singers, guitarists, opera, and some
Singer, musical director and van - novelty acts, such as a hula girl who
cry-show organizer. Gus Lease has would go out in the crowd, bring serworn many hats in his musical career,
vice men to the stage, put grass skins
but none fit as snugly as the one he’s on them and teach them the hula. He
been wearing at San Jose State took the variety show through the
University for 47 years
music eight western states and throughout
Asia and Europe.
teacher.
Lease came to SJSU in 1950, fresh
"We had so much fun," Lease said.
from four years of teaching at the "I enjoyed entertaining and the serUniversity of Oklahoma. SJSU vice guys had a blast."
brought him on to direct its first glee
Lease, who calls his variety show
club and start an opera workshop.
"similar to Bob Hope’s show," ran the
But Lease, who received operatic show for 17 years.
vocal training in his teens at Carnegie
While Lease would take threeHall. grew restmonth leaves of
al11111111111111
less. He became
absence when he
of
the
a member
with the
"I love working with toured
show, he always
San Francisco
looked forward
Opera the young people,
Company, where
to returning to
SJSU.
he sang for two to encourage them
seasons, released
"I love to
and give them
teach,"
Lease
an album titled,
said, "and I
"Gus Lease Sings ideas, not only
Broadway
wouldn’t trade it
Musical Hits," about music, but
for anything."
and hosted his
He was also
own radio show, about life, because
instrumental in
"Gus
Lease music and life go
getting jazz in the
music departSings,"
on
ment’s curricuKSJO-FM, belt- hand in hand."
lum. In the early
ing out show1980s,
while
tunes.
Lease was chair of
"In those days
Gus Lease,
1950s),
(the
Music instructor the music department, he furKSJO was AM,
and the studio
thered
jazz’s
was located right next to the city exposure by introducing the course
dump," Lease said.
Jazz in America as a general education
It was around this time that Lease
COMIC
directed SJSU’s first musical, "Kiss
"A lot of the people in the departMe Kate," and he put together his
ment who liked the classics were
own variety show, "The Gus Lease
afraid of this music," Lease said. "But
Show."
it’s been a great success over the years.
"We were the very first one. From
It’s been a great benefit to the departthen on, it started a tradition," Lease
ment and to the students."
said in reference to "Kiss Me Kate."
Benefiting students’ lives has
"People began to want to do
always been a concern for Lease, said
By Mark Steidel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

sel, but they don’t."
The loan was discussed in closed
session because, according to
Yaghmai. West Valley’s planned litigation and actions with its legal
counsel against the district were discussed. This allowed the A.S. Board
of Directors to close the meeting to
otttsiders to prevent violation of the
Student Senate’s rights.
"The Brown Act allows this type
of decision to be discussed in closed
session," Yaglimat said.
The Brown Act requires legislative bodies and other boards and
commissions to keep meetings and
other decision -making sessions open
to the general public. llowever,
meetings addressing certain topics
including personnel and litigation
decisions can be closed to the public.
"We decided to allocate the
money because it will set precedence
for other universities who are having
problems with university administrations infringing on their rights,"
Yaghmai said. "It, in the future, we
were ever to need to defend ourselves against infringement by the
administration on our rights, we
cmild have a precedent on which to
base our case."

Thousands remember Holocaust
Gov.
ANGELES (Al’)
Pete Wilson and thousands of others
turned out Sunday afternoon for
Yom Flamm)]. the I )ay of
Remembrance honoring the millions
children murof men, women
dered by the Nazis during World
War II.
The ceremony, held at the Sinai

ST MEL

Lois Lease, his wife of 36 years.
"His favorite age are college students," Lois said. "He loves helping
and talking to young adults."
Theodore Lucas, director of the
music department. agrees.
"He’s a very popular teacher,"
Lucas said. "He’s a warm, outgoing,
and gracious person. He’s extremely
popular with the students.
Although now semi-retired, Lease
is showing no signs of slowing down.

Temple in west lass Angeles, was
themed "Resistance Spiritual and
Physical."
"But the theme every year is edit
cation," said spokesman Richard
MA11.111 "The survivors believe, and all
Jews believe strongly, that they must
never forget what happened so that it
will not happen again "

ilikiestookers displaced by the Mimi
, SANIjiA ANA, Calif. (Al’)"
More than A decade after Harold Ezell grants.
Most of those who were granted
donned a sombrero to promote
amnesty fin millions of illegal immi- amnesty were poor and had few job
grants, be regrets both the hat and the skills, said Jessica Vaughan, assistant
director of the nonprofit group, which
program.
"1 wore this sucker because I supports immigration limits.
"These (aninesty) people joined
believed in the law,- said the former
Western regional commissioner of the the ranks of America’s most vulneraU.S. Immigration anti Naturalization ble," Vaughan told the Orange
her
Register
from
Service. "Now, I’m sorry tlut the COlInty
American people got ripped off Washington. D.C., office. "And that
is questionable public policy when we
through amnesty. Ezell now keeps the sombrero at have an underclass of OW OWIl that
the Newport Beach office where he we’re trying to find opportunities
helped write Proposition 187. The for. California ballot measure, passed by
Others dispute such findings.
voters In 1994, would deny education
"If all of that is trite, then why is
and other public services to illegal our unemployment rate going down?"
immigrants. Portions have been tied said James Sandos, an expert in border
up in court.
issues at the l/niversity of Redlands.
Ezell and others argue that the "1 low can these illegal residents both
reforms
failed
to
control
be
caking jobs and filling the welfare
1986 federal
illegal immigration. The number of rolls? les prCitinter0115."
illegal immigrants in the U.S. reached
The 1986 Immigration Reform
5 million last year. up from .3.9 mil- and Control Act granted amnesty 10
lion five years ago, according to INS 2.7 million people living here illegally.
God," said
estimates.
"It was like a gift I
"We did all this wonderful, the Rev. Cesar Salazar, an amnesty
American, loving generosity of recipient who crossed the lender ilkAnineSly. And in return we were supgaily at 14. Ile is A ROMAn Catholic
posed to get resources and regain con- priest At Our Lady of Guadalupe
trol of the border,- he said. -To me, Church its La I labra.
Ilie program offered A sense of
Congress sold in out."
As I lispanics nationwide prepared I reedom for Carolina liorja de
to celebrate ( :into de Mayo, the 1986 Monies. She entered the U.S. illegally
reforms that enabled millions of in January 1976 after making three
Mese ans and other immigrants to attempts and enduring A robbery .it
become cutizens remains t ontroversial. knikpoint and days in seedy Tiilljn.1
On Monday, the ’enter for
Immigration Studies planned to
release A study 1/1.11 contends the
anmesty has cost taxpayers $78 billion
over 10 years, including the price of
educating the children of amnesty
re( ipients and the cost of services fin
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Lease still teaches. He has 51 students enrolled this semester in his
Music Appreciation course and will
teach it this summer.
"I love working with the young
people, to encourage them and give
them ideas, not only about music, but
about life, because music and life go
hand in hand," Lease said.
It doesn’t appear that he’s ready
call it a career just yet.
"A friend of mine once told me

from SJSU

’Gus, don’t ever retire,’ and he’s
right," Lease said. "It keeps me
young. I love it so much that I go
whistling In class.
"The two most important things
going tor a person is their mind and
their body," Lease said. "As long as
my mind and my body hold up. I
want to keep on teaching, unless they
say get out.

Tired of AT&T’s high rates?
30% to 50 % off long distance + Intl rates.
den=11
Call Steve @ 947-7877 today!

r POLYNESIAN

As all electronics assembly worker ’tt 1993 and ihu enspinyte pletitins
and mother of three, she lived in fear Rave not been vigorously enforced,
that immigration agents dubbed
said Georges Vemez, director of the
"la Migra" would pick her up.
Rand Corp.’s center for research on
"Oh, 1 was petrified that ha Migra immigration policy.
might take me," she said. "1 felt totalOn the other hand. more than 90
ly repressed. heCAIISe I wasn’t free to percent of those who applied were
do anything."
granted anmesty.
She was granted amnesty and last
"It reached the people it intended
to reach, and perhaps beyond,"
year became a U.S. citizen.
"If you’re not a citizen, you have Vernez said. "It is in the eye of the
no rights,- she said.
beholder whether one calls that a sucIn Santa Ana, almost one out of cess or not."
For thousands, amnesty remains a
every three Hispanic residents applied
dream.
for amnesty.
"They were liberated by the sense
On Wednesday, a federal appeals
that they belonged, that they were court in San Francisco dismissed a
given a ILII1Ce," said Sister Carmen nationwide 1986 lawsuit, filed on
Saran, A Roman Catholic nun who behalf of people who said they applied
helped people apply for amnesty at St. for amnesty but erroneously were
Joseph’s Church in Santa Ana.
turned away by INS officials.
The al also called for a Border
Congress put language into last
Patrol buildup and for lining employ- year’s immigration bill stripping feders that knowingly hired illegal inuni- eral courts of jurisdiction over such
grants.
cases.
But the buildup only materialized
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At 74, he continues to maintain an
active performing schedule. This
month he will sing at SJSU’s commencement for the 47th consecutive
year.
"That stadium (Spartan Stadium)
is jammed," Lease said, who will perform the National Anthem and "Hail
Spartans, Hail." "Boy, the crowd
loves it at the end. When I hit the
high notes on "Hail Spartans, Hail,"
they really whoop it up."

Spartan Daily

Lease graduated in 1931

Amnesty law remains controversial

West Valley
corRinued from page 1
unethical things like calling tneetings at inappropriate times and
rewriting by-laws to take away the
power of all the commissioners."
Virtue said. "The senate is divided
between the president, vice president and treasurer and the rest of
the board. Most of the commissioners don’t like the things the executive officers are doing. Calling
today’s meeting is one of those
things."
According to Yaghmai and the
agenda ter the emergency action
meeting on Wednesday called by
Lawrence, the $5,000 will be used
for litigation expenses associated
with the West Valley-Mission
Corn munity College District.
Lawrence said he does not want
to take the community college district to court but cannot let, what he
calls, violations of students rights to
go unchallenged.
"We want the college to recognize that the student government
has inalienable rights that can’t be
taken away," Lawrence said.
"(Myers) and others believe they
have the authority to prevent us
from hiring independent legal coun-

PHOTO BY DREW NIELSEN

Gus Lease, a voice and choral professor in the SJSU music department, stands in front of a chalk board filled with staffs.
and was the former chair of the Music Department.

DAZE

Come shop on the Central Plaza
for incredible deals on close outs!
Computer parts, clothing, supplies
all for a fraction of their original price!

Banana Island in an Ocean of Pineapple Juice

2 for 1

(.et a Bal.
,,,It,, drink when you buy one
at regulat ’,me with tint ad’
I

Over 30

Smoothie Flavors
Wheatgrass
Fruit Juices
Full Espresso Bar
*Salads
Sandwiches

Caffe Zucco
74 South First Street
(408) 297-9777
awn

midn/ht

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN

"From juice to Jav-a"
piel,ly

./h/Lifid

May 5-9

SHOPS

9am to 4pm
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Berns’ tear
leads SJSU
to sweep

Clash get cut by Crew
San Jose lacks defense
in loss to Columbus

Spartan Daily Staff Report

had coach Laurie Calloway wondering if his players didn’t give up
at that point.
"One or two of us have to
- Will the true San Jose Clash
’dram stand up and be recognized? question how hard we played after
Alter defeating last season’s that point," Calloway said.
Medved said the team may
two top teams in Major Ixague
Soccer, the San Jose Clash have have overlooked the Crew because
been playing a game of hide-and- of the win in Washington, D.C.,
despite having lost a shootout in
seek with their fans.
Columbus.
Just a week removed from a 3"When you beat the number
2 shootout victory over D.C.
United, the defending league one team in the league and come
champions and owners of the back home, the team can get a bit
league’s best record this year, the overconfident," Medved said.
Clash fell to the visiting "(At halftime) Laurie felt people
Columbus Crew 3-1 for their first were being a bit lackadaisical. He
home loss in front of 14,295 at wanted us to work harder..."
Calloway said the combination
Spartan Stadium on Saturday.
By the end of the game. Clash of the revolving rosters (many
players also play for their
fans were booing and lit
national teams during
de boys were rushing our
the season), and the lack
of the stands to scream CLASH 1
of playing time together
"You suck" at players is
was evident Saturday
they filed into the 104-kur CREW 3
night.
room.
"I think we made
After dominating the
first 34 minutes of the contest, the errors instead of them creating
( lash, who defeated D.C. United (on the goals)," Calloway said.
and had heard only c beers from "We had too many guys who were
the fans in Spartan ’stadium all a little off tonight."
year, disappeared when ( :reW
A little off was right on the
midfielder Brian Bliss put the loll offensive end of the field.
for
a
1-0
in the back of the net
Leading scorer Eric Wynalda
lead.
took five shots, two were high and
Mier that shot, the Clash (3-4) to the left, one was just over the
Mallaged pill Mtie shuts the rest
crossbar and the other two were
of the match, a low number (Olt
stopped by Crew goalie Brad
sidering they had eight c ham e, In Friedel.
the first 34 MilMICS.
Many of the Clash’s shots in
"Up until that firm goal, I did,
the first 34 minutes seemed wide
WI think they had any solid
dunces on goal," said Clash mid- open, but the ball never found its
fielder Shawn Medved, who way toward the net.
Defensively, the Clash were
stored San Jose’s loan goal in the
’ in! minute after replacing start- waaday off the entire match.
On each of the Crew goals,
ing Inward Jeff Baicher 10 minutes earlier. "They got a lot of Chula goalie Dave Salzwedel Was
left one-cm -one with the attacking
energy off that goal."
From that moment on, the player.
On the second Columbus
Crew 1i i) packed in their
midfielder
Doctor
defense, a worthwhile strategy on score,
the small confines of Spartan Khaimah) snuck behind the
Stadium, and played like a team defense to catch up to a looping
pass from Brian Maisonnetive and
with a lead it/ protect.
put it past A guessing Salzwedel.
It worked.
"We left him (Salzwedel) a lit
liespite having the ball in the
Crew bon 16 times during the Ile exposed tonight," Calloway
said. "You don’t expect to make
MAR II,
thdici %lige 11111il
111C
after :olumbus those kinds of mistakes back there
PHOTO By ATTIC CHAtili Spartan Daily
and expect to get away with it
had already grabbed a 3 0 lead.
San Jose Clash defender Ramiro Corrales battles Columbus Crew defender Ansi! Elcok for control of
SAII ’MC’S play after that point
the ball during the Clash’s loss to the Crew Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
Hy Marcus Walton
Spartan Daily Managing Editor

The SJM.1 baseball team put all the pressure
on Fresno State in their battle for the Western
Athletic Conference’s West division title by
sweeping Grand Canyon College in Phoenix
over the weekend.
The sweep forces Fresno State to win all three
games it plays at Air Force next weekend to
remain in a tie with the Spartans.
Tony James was the big hitting star Friday
night as he went 4-for-4 with a double, a home
run and seven RBIs. First baseman Robert Berns
contributed five RBIs of his own and tied an
SJSU record by hitting his 21st career home run.
Todd Duncan and Steve Ashley contributed
three and two hits respectively for the Spartans
who won the game 20-5.
Junior left-hander Jason Jimenez had a rough
first inning, giving up three runs, but he settled
down and went the distance by striking out nine
and improving his record to 6-3.
On Saturday night, the Spartans blew away
the Antelopes with an eight -run fifth inning on
the way to a 14-5 victory.
Christian Cooper (3-21 carried the victory in
relief of Javier Pantos
who gave up three
SPARTANS 12
runs in the first
inning. Robert Berns
had A pair of doubles ANTELOPES 11
and another five RBIs
for the Spartans.
Antonio Vazquez had
four runs wined, and SPARTANS 14
B ria n
shortstop
Forman was 3 for
ANTELOPES 5
with two runs scored
and two RBIs. Right
fielder Todd Duncan
added A pair of RBIs
and a run while going SPARTANS 20
’the Spartans won ANTELOPES 5
close game 011
Sunday, holding on
for a 12-11 win over the Antelopes
Robert Berns put his name in the Spartan
record book by hitting A pair of round trippers
to give him 14 for the year and 2.1.foz his.carect._
breaking the record of 21 set by Steve ()chest set
during the 1985-86 seasons. Berns had six RBIs
to give him 16 over the three-game series and 80
for the season, three behind Jeff Ball’s all-time
single season mark of 83 set in 1990.
Antonio Vazquez went 3-for-5 with three
runs scored and two RBIs and John Misplay
added a single and double for SJSU.
..irricri earned the victory to improve
Ii tnord to ,i I, and Javier Pamus recorded the
final
wits to secure the win and earn his
first save of the year
The Spartans host Stanfiard in their final
home appearance of the season 7 p.m. Tuesday
it
MIIIM Mal
Stadium.
The
WAC
Championship, begin May 14 Al San Diego
A

State

I.111\

Softball team sweeps doubleheader to end slide
Hy Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Wraer
On A day set aside to honor the
two seniors on the squad, the Si -St
sof16.111 leant broke a 11111e-pIlle Isisung streak and swept San Diego State
University (2-1 And 4-3) in a doubleheader Saturday.
The Spartans won for the first
tone suite April 16 when thee split a

Licata
Policy

doubleheader
with
Stanford.
Freshman pitcher Sabrina Quintero
provided the pitching the Spartans
needed by throwing a complete game
five-hitter in the first game And earning the save in the second game.
Seniors Valeri Quintero and Jill
Tawney were recognized in A pregame ceremony. ’they both made
ontributions in their last home

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

appearante. TAwncy sill
gled and stored A run in the
first game and Valet’
Quintero hit two triples in
the second game as the
Spartans (21-37) upset MtAztecs (30-24).

SPARTANS 2
AZTEC s

1

grounder to set mid which
was booted by the Aitee’s
Kelley Santa Cruz, allowing Garcia to adValRe 111
third.
I Mt

ILI5CII1J11

In the first game, the
Spartan% stored twice in
the setond inning to give
Sabrina (uintero all the
offense she would need. Rig it fielder
Maya Garcia roped a shot over Kristy
tlensel’s head in center field causing
her to crash into and knock down the
barricade in center. Garciit ground.
rule double was followed by a I .1%1:ley

111,1

And ICI

IlICIII 11.111Lik It."

S.11,[111.1QUIlllt.10 \Aid. -WC !Mille

Did you know
’That 72.7% of SJSU students have never
even used marijuana
’That 85% of SJSU students would
prefer not to have drugs available at
parties

American Ileart
Association..

Kara

Rarities. stepped to the
plate And fouled .41 several
pits lies htt mc poking .1
kisc hit into tight Field to
sr ore (ran. 1.1
NashNulius then hit .1 hard liner ti, right to
sr ,ire I its-net’ and finish the Spartans’
oling.
LI had my defense lab iof ine. ’0 I

SPARTANS 4
AZTECS 3

the

plavs we had to make and mule up
IM the mistakes we made. It was nine
Ill win."
Sabrina Quintero imprc wed her
rekonl to 10-14 with the victory and
Kama v added two hits and a Sal IA 11,c.
In the settind game. junior I lurks.
horn started and pother] svell tor
hunt And .1 third innings earning her
sixth WM against 1- losses.
1 he SNrtans toed twine in the
third trifling when third baseman
I indsav 1 cwis came through with a
clutch two out double to lett center
that s,t11,1
roMer and
’sit lona RuclAs.
Valet’ Quintero led oft the fifth
inning with another triple and this
tone she was brought home
Ituelas’ base hit. The final Spartan
run was stored on a squeeie play (Ac suited when (art la hayed clown a bunt
and Shelbs. ( .1..incr raced home with
her second run ot the clay.
Ii w,Lii a hittersWvet dAy hit’ Vaheri
WhO is coming to terms
is .fitting htt Spartan softball
, led (during

mons.). It’s really sad. I’ve done so
mash here. .1 he tour years went by so
fast, hut it was a great experience. I
have no regrets," Valera Quintero
said.
First -year coach Connie Miner is
encouraged by her team’s resent perMrmance.
"We’ve been playing solid defensively, but we’ve been unlucky on
offense
hitting the ball right at
people.: Miner said. "les nice to see
them win. they’ve been battling all
year. Thee re tanked in our region. so
we beat a quality team. Our pitching
did great.
"It’ll be tough losing Valera and
Jill, bait our team is predominantly
freshman and sophomores, so we
should be good next year. We keep
improving and people keep stepping
itt it
is. We’re excited right now
and our goal is 10 win our last four so
we tan go ,nit with a six -game winning streak. I he Spartans conclude their sea%On this weekend with a pair of double headers at lulu on Saturday and
Sunday.

the pie -game (-ere-

oylrlooq

’That 89.6% of SJSU students have
refused alcohol or other drugs in the
past month

SOFTWARE INTERNSHIP
Are ,111.1 interested in the field I )1 data

Q.

$ 1 2
to
$ 2 15

oa %Qi EfElpigit,

kik

I /silt’ Al l:\ I M\ I

Preparation
Services
(408) 985-7578 x1211
(800)426-2769

PEP CENTER ADMIN 222A 924-5945

Send resume
T-U0S1 Corporation
1)ept
PO Ito s 3915ith
Msmt itt ain Vies>, CA 94039

II ,

WRIANNY22

unicatimi.?

Telecommunications manufacturer seeks Junior/Senng
litiCS major with strong ’C’ programming skills fur
paid summer internship.

\
\II\ItiII\i’,_’111111

tutuitt

’That 90.8% of SJSU students have
experienced peer pressure to use
alcohol or other drugs at some time in
their lives.

ti ILI1:V3

or las to: 415/964-3958
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The SPARTAN DAILY
mikes no clam for products or
services whertland below nor is
there any guru**, implied. The
deselect columns of the Spartan
May consist of paid advertleIng
and Merin am not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
GREAT SUMMER 8 FALL JOBS
Brand new, highly innovative Rec.
Program for kids. grade K-6. seeks
creative & enthusiastic Educators
to join our team.
CAMP COUNSELOR - fun Job Plan activities & field trips.
SUBSTTTUTES - Flex. - Great Exp.
*TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR got ideas?
Help develop new program. Great
opportunty. Suppertite atmosphere.
6.12 Edo. units req. Exp. pref. FT/PT.
Gocd Salary + bnfts CU 6-8600.

TEACHERS/AIDES/Canp Leaders
stern sch. age recreation program,
P/T from 26 pm MFOUrg te sch.
F/T during summer camp program.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
wheel yea/ Can kr summer employ:
ife guards & camp leaders).
TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
child care program, 2-6pm M-F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
998-1343. Immediate opening.
Child dev, rec, human performance
majors encouraged to apply. EOE.
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BOUND AND GASSED

BY DANA SIUMMFAC

CLASSIFIED

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Delver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Can Dine IN @998-3463 now.

In
rs

University

WSI’S NEEDED
Summer Employment
Please call 354-8700 x 224
Los Gatos Rec Department.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD IS
BAKED! LeBoulanger. family
owned bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
oulgoirg reiVelJals to jon OLE team as
Bussers, Sales Clerks, Supervisors.
& Asst. Managers, $5-512 hculy, no
experience necessary. 18 locations
with a new store in downtown Si
and at Metro plaza. Apply at any
location or 305 N. Mathilda,
Sunnyvale, 94086. 406774-9000
or fax 408-523-9810.
COUNSELOR - SKILLS TRAINER
in-home. Av. pay: $7/hr. Great
experience for Soc Wk, Pay, Health
&Ed majors. Flex hrs. 866-5001.
GREAT LEARNING OPPORTUNITY
San Jose Mortgage Company.
Seeks F/T receptionist. Growth
Potential into production and/or
marketing. Fax resume w/ phone
number and availability to Dana at
408-2366655.
The Environmental Resource
Center (ERC) in WSQ 115 is hiring
a Director & Ce)rector for the 97/
98 school year. The 2 PT positions
work together to administer the
programs, services, staff & budget
during the year. Hours are flexible.
All students encouraged to apply.
Environmental, managerial, and
bookkeeping experience helpful,
Call Cena 9245467, or fax 924-5477.
TELLER WANTED, PART-TIME.
Bilingual Spanish/English. Call Lisa
988-4511, MTh, 8:30.11:00.
INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded In 1925. George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
business is exploding, and vse need
several motivated selfstarters to help
L s schedule apporrements v/ith small
to medium sized business owners
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with paid
training, a competitive base salary
+ cemmissions. (earnings potential
of $30K+1) full benefas, flexible mini
schedule, & a great opportunity
to learn 8, grow with an established
industry leader that promotes from
within. If you enjoy people, you’re
good on the phone, and you like
to have fun, then this is the job
for you! Bilingual a big plus.
To arrange an interview,
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955.0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991
W. Necking St. San Jose, CA 951.2a
Fax: (408) 2446415. EOE/M,
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
NEED A SUMMER JOB or financial
aid? Willing to work part-time.
full-time or flexible hours and
Take greet money? For fun, work
experience and great money,
don’t wait, call now: Kruse (408)
995-5905.
CHILDCARE/DRIVER 2 girls (13
& 14 yrs.) light housekeeping.
Respcnsbie. cang coliege grl. Good
refs req’d. Call Susan 25813946.
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality.
tic, dropin play center 101 2-12 y.
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team tette,
environment. Benefits avail. ADO), in
Person at KldsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thornwood Dr Si
Near Valley Fair. 985 2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si
At the HUB. 510.792.9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.

PHONE:

P/T COURIER WANTED
for Real Estate office.
Must have own car, insurance.
& DMV printout. $7/hr. milage.
Call Jeff at (408) 5342120.

NANNY -seeking part-ems nanny
in Los Gatos fcr toddler boy who has
some communication disabilities.
Child is happy & lovable. Applicant
MUST HAVE CAR and AT LEAST 4
EXCELLENT REFERENCES. Salary
TRAIN DURING SUMMER BREAK negotiable. Mrs. Malish 356-5151.
WORK IN TIE TRAVEL INDUSTRY!
Are you a Hospitality Management CHIU’S BAR 8, GRILL in search
or Recreation major? Do you have of Foodservers and Hosts with
travel industry, retail sales or tele restaurant experience. Friendly,
marketing experience? Classic team oriented people apply in
Custom Vacations has the perfect person Monday through Thursday,
job as part of our dynamic sales between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
reservations staff. We are located Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
in downtown San Jose & specialize
in selling customized vacations to MAKE MONEY $$$$ TEACHING
Hawaii, throughout the USA, and driver training & education, pt/ft,
Greece & Takey. Classic is looking no exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557.
for quality sales specialists to
enhance our fast paced reservation
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
center. This anellert opportunity offers:
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
F/T & P/T, flexible scheduling
Great for Students.
*Proven commissionbased, income
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
potertai $30,000450,000 atrually
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Genercus empiate benefit pireage. Cal or apply in posal, MasSun 7-7.
exceptional travel opportunities
408286-5880. 555D Madan Awe.
Rolessional vierking envircriment
Between San Cabs ard Patenoor,
Comeriert, 10 minle yak tom S1SU
behrd he Cad ad Patty Stae, SJ.
Indepth, 3 week aerie% class starting
May 198,
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Seorg communication and oastaner for egg donation. Desperate Asian
service skills important Must enjoy & couples need your help to conceive.
thrive inasales oriented environment Can you help? Ages 21-29,
Ft exp. redd. EOE. Apply in person non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
aand/fax resume to: Classic Custcm $3,000 stipend and (menses paid
Vazabors, 1 North Frst St., San Jose, Otter etre:ties also needed. Pease
CA 95113, Fax: (408)297-9272
call WWFC 1-510-820.9495.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370.0357.

YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school-age
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
call Mary 0 298-3888.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS & Lifeguards
wanted to work at JCC in Los Gatos
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
and private homes. 510-$25/hr. Seeking teachers and subs for
Must be certified. Cal 358.3636 our school age day care program.
et 53 and 408.245-1998.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afterLOOKING FOR WORK???
noon positions available. F/T
Hundreds of job listings
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
available in the
to gain experience. Units in ECE.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ea required.
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
CALL: 408.3763200 x.21.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose. For info call 301-429.1326.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUTURE
We will train you for a full-time
YMCA SUMNER DAY CAMP JOBS! position with our nation-wide firm.
If you like the outdoors, like We offer:
working with children & teens, & *Weekly Pay Incentives
have special skills in camping, Monthly Bonuses
games, crafts, sports or drama. *Competitive Wages
consider a arnmer Job at the YMCA( Groupicate Heath Care
*Complete Management Training
Positions Available:
You must be career minded.
DIRECTORS
(That’s Al) Call 4011345-3936.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
$12/HOUR
Please call your local Y for more
Weekends & Evenings
detailed information an application.
Canvassing- Telemarketing
*Central YMCA -298-1717
Start Saturday
(San tee& Santa Clara)
408.253-8818.
Southwest YMCA 370.1877
(Los Gatos. Saratoga)
INTERNET CONSULTING COhIPANY
*Northwest YMCA -2577160
(Cupertino, Santa Clare Sunnyvale) Seeks business analysts interns.
Tech skill a plus. Flex schedule
*Spurn Valley YMCA - 2269622
(South San Jose)
10 20 hrs/week. Compensation
Hiallpitasekesesss YMCA- 9450919 based on skill & exp. Resumes
(Milpitas)
to eric@cpublish.com or fax to
415-964-9960.
Mt. Madorna YMCA -77902C8
(Morgan Hilt
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
INTERNET FUOUSHING Opportunity Receptionist, Office Clerk
High-tech Internet publication Sales, Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
seeks outgoing person for post
Warehouse Clerk
graduation FT job. Non -sales
editorial and promotional position. Cal 408/942-81188 or
No experience required. Fax: Fax to 406/9428260
Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
408-938-9155.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
COMPANY
WIRELESS
LEADING
seeking customer service repre- left at Clear Lake Ave.
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/weekl
@408441-8600.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
CANVASS DOOR TO DOOR set
appointments for home improve Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
mere co. P/T eve/wknds; flex hrs, Contact California Cryobank
416324-1900. M-F, 8-5pm.
$7.50 + bonus; will train. 629.2100.

MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
SHARED HOUSING
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
base -s-corn. Core seeks energetic SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
people for management. Start Fun & friendly environment
now. 578-5197.
.5 minute walk to campus
Spacious furnished rooms
LARGE FINANCIAL SERVICES ’Well-equipped student kitchen
Company looking for FULL/PART ’Computer & study rooms
time help. Job would include word Laundry rom
processing, filing, typing. good "Parking
people skills, customer contact For American & International
and losts of other various tasks. Students
Lots of potential for growth. Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
Please send resume to (408) tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
4520210, Attn. Lisa Cusella.
San Carlos & San Salvador)
MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant
Now hiring for P/T foodservers &
dishwashers. Fun Jobl Please
apply at 617 N.6th St. 998-9711.

DOWNTOWN SJ. - CLEAN ROOM
$350/mo. + 5250. dep. All unites
paid. Non-Smoker. 507 N. 3rd St.
Tel. 286-8178.

VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
FOR RENT
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service 2 LIDRht APAMMENT $900/ MO.
experience, and desire to serve Security type building
Secure Parking
people. Polite, well groomed,
and professional attitude only. Close In
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr. + tips. Modern Building
Call Mike, 800-825-3871.
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S 5th St.
SECURITY
(408) 295-6893.
F/T & P/T -Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
SERVICES
ABCOM Private Security
408-247-4827
GOING ON LEAVE? Responsible
professor will house-sit for Fall ’97
ACCT. SVC / ELMER. CREATIVE semester. Call Robert Schaeffer
Team -Oriented People needed (Sociology) 913-539-4028 or
for small, rapidly growing leave message with Joan Block
ad -agency: Project -Based. 4-5320.
Show us what you’ve got,
e-mail cover letter + resume to: PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
resume@pulsemc.com .
Have your affair shot candidly
by a trained photojournalist!
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Specializing in candid and
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. sports action photos. You
Students needed in the immediate keep the negatives! B&W or
area. Full-time/part-time openings. color avail. Affordable hourly
Call today 1-415-968-9933. and day rates. Contact Steve
International Bartenders School. at: (408) 279-4121.
CRUISE& ORD TOM ENPLOVILIENT
Discover how to work in exotic
locations, meet fun people, while
earning up to $2,000/mo. in these
exciting industries. Cruise Information Services: 206-971.3554
ext.C60411.

WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 610-601-9664.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall

POSTAL JOBS
Upto EI5-29/hr PUS benefts
415-339-8377 24 hs.

EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408)978-8034.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near Ightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

OPPORTUNITIES
NEED MONEY for School or Play?
Amazing new manual shows you
how to make lots of it! Send for
FREE info today! Redwood Ent.
12795 Lompico Rd. Felton, CA
95018. Attn. Dept. 101.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB
of San Jose State. Celebrate Irish,
Scottish & Welsh culture. All are
Welcome To Join! Call Kelly at
408.9271925.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHEAP CALLING CARDS! Call
anywhere in USA for 16 minute.
No surcharges or monthly Lees.
To order card or for info call
408-236-2054 or 800 370-2904,
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 606
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800.6553225.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

AUTO FOR SALE

SPORTS/THRILLS

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
papers, thesis, resumes, group
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

VW RABBIT DIESEL 1983 gold
color, 55,000 miles. 4 speed.
$1,000. Call 408532-0942.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634.7575.

SU7ANNE’S Word PmesssIng
510489-9794(Bus/Ran/Meg)
Word Processing & Editing
Bah Academic/Bus. Work Accepted
Reports Theses Ii4A/TURAB
Expert in APA Format’
WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7:00am 9:00pm
RELIABLE- FAST -ACCURATE.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cat Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408.264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1552.

EUROPE $289.
Within USA 579.-5129.
Caribbean $249. r/t
Mexico $209. r/t
Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!
http://www.airhitch.org
AIRHITCHO 1-415-834-9192

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

408-924-3277

L:ILLICCIUUUI=JULILLIULICILIEJUUla:IULICCIULIULI

Rates: 3-line minimum

3 Ines
4 Ines
5 lines
6 Ines
$1 for

One
Two
Day
Days
$5
$7
$8
$e
$7
$9
$10
$6
each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
512

Four
Days
SI I
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by El per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bad for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines, $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Send check or money order toSpartan Daily Classifieds
San Jcee State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication.
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

TUTORING
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics - Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic - Inorganic
English: Speak- Read Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 408298-7576
Email: mvera18288@aol.com .
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)978.8034.

COMPUTERS ETC.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
ClassmomComputerCo.
3549 Haven Ave. Pi
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800) 800-5115
FAX: (415)306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

TRAVEL

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad

CSP CAR STEREO PWS-260.0797
1410 El Camino Real Santa Clara
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation.

*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
INSURANCE
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
AUTO INSURANCE
Resunes, Al Formats, Specializing
Campus Insurance Service
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Special Student Programs
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ys Exp
Serving SJSU for 20 years
WP 5.1/l4’Lases PAM’S
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
PROFF_SSIONAL WORD PROCESSING. "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
$300 TICKET voucher anywhere
NO OBLIGATION
NorthiNest flies. ExPres end of June.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Sell for $200 b/o. 416-967-2364.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY’ RATES CALL

rums

FAx: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
TICKET SALEM
friendly, caring, confidential. LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997
Convenient Peninsula location.
FARES...BOOK NOW!
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Discount Tickets
Europe- Asia- Latin America
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
FARES...SUMMER 1997
free tips. tools and ideas on
Telephone Service Everyday
how to improve your writing,
The Student Travel Specialists
visit our user-friendly Website
TRAVELQWIK
at http://www.aci-plus.com
8816591-9800
Regular e-mail: scIOnetcom.eom
Free International Student ID.
with purchase of ticket.
Or write: Daniel. POB 4489, FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochure).
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
’Writing Editing
Typing’
’Spreadsheet &Database Design.
Desktop Publishing"
Bookkeeping PC Support’
’Reasonable Rates’
448-8119.

924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
_Announcements’
_Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
_ Senates’
_,HealthiBeauly’
_ Sports:Thee’
_ Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Spsclal student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person

in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

HEALTH &MMTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip &lice Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Carnpbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
’Increased Energy
Wee,ht Control
(408)737-2702
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOWT
Lose 6 inches + in 1 hr. by getting
a body wrap. ’NOT a ’water wrap’
or ’dehydration’ process. IT IS a
special mineral solution of food
grade minerals & distilled water.
’It firms body tissue & tightens
skin especially after weight loss.
’You determine where inches
mane off: hips, thigs, abdomen etc.
For info or appt: 408-949-7826.

SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW.
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
Call: 800MIBASE2. 408-629-8941
Email: sjsu@scholarship4u.com

Op
.14#

Day
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Peddle
5 Tresses
9 Asian ox
13 Cool in manner
15 Actress Sommer
16 Currier’s
partner
17 Money hoarder
18 Actor Baldwin
19 The -- Ranger
20 Wages
21 Early Cosby
show
23 Fell short
25 Turnstile. e g
26 Drawer
freshener
27 Made happy
30 Not her
31 Witch’s curses
32 Ornamental
flower
37 Eye part
38 Groves
40 Barnyard
sound
41 Group
43 Civilian dress
44 Also
45 "Sergeant -- of
the Yukon"
47 Town on the Rio
Grande
50 Greasy
51 Entertain
52 Actor - Ray
53 Spinning toy
56 Like - of bricks
57 Magazine stand
59 Sherlock
Holmes
creator
61 Mongol’s tent
62 Singer James
63 Rube
64 Hot springs
65 Speaker’s
platform
66 Nuisance

hi-S44

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM
MOO MUMMM
MOM MEMO MOM@
OUMMOCIUMM @MOM
WOMUOMMO
MOOR
WOMMONO 01060
MORO 011151UOM
MOM MORO ROOM
MOOM 00000 MOM
ODOM OMMOM CIORI
OIDOWBO MOHO
IMMO OOMOMOM
MUM
MOODMOMO
012104O MEIMMOMUMO
MOM@ =IOW MMM
@MOM QOM
MOMU
f,19940filtfor0.411.1reSvm1,11,

DOWN
1 Seductive
woman
2 Lamb’s pen
name
3 Inquisitive
4 Mother deer
5 Piled
6 Friend
7 DDE
8 Rescues
9 Nothing
10 Summon up
11 The Devil
and Daniel
Webster"
author
12 Utilized
14 Brothers
22 Sault -- Marie
24 Highest point
25 Canadian
honkers
26 Herring s
cousin
27 Stylish
28 Juno

29
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
58
60

counterpart
Leave
Flirtatious
Crummy
Raise
Fascinated by
Similar
Felt curious
Church
calendar
Celt
Tune
Lively dances
Get-- of
throw out
Pause
Greek
marketplace
Talks wildly
Sunshine units
Opening part
of a play
Little kid
Bullring cheers
Skin
One - time
Alley

MEWL
EMU ME=
MEE =OM UM
MEE IIMME
MINIM MIME UN
=ME MEW=
MEM= MUM
MEM MEMO MLLE
MOM
MOM
=OM
EMMA =MN MUM
IMINIMMIN
=MN MOE
MEM MIME =MEM
MINIM EMI =Mt
MINIM ME MEM
MN MEM
MMIIIM
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Parade
continued from page 1
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Ivan Delgado is
lifted up to greet a
passing Charro
during the Cinco
de Mayo parade
Sunday morning in
San Jose.
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Festival leaves
drivers circling
By Mark Steidel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
San Jose Cinco de Mayo Festival attendees faced a problem that San
Jose State University students face every day - parking.
The various downtown garages opened at 7 a.m, in preparation for the
9 a.m. Cinco de Mayo downtown parade and festival, which ran along
Santa Clara, Market and San Carlos streets.
"A few smart people started coming between seven and eight,- said
Hoang Do, a parking attendant at a lot across from the Convention Center
parking lot on Almaden Boulevard. "But we were turning people away by
the time the parade started."
1 had trouble with parking last year,
so I got here around 7:30 today and had
no problem," said festival attendant, Peps
Guerrero. "I guess the early bird catches
the worm."
There were other parking options
downtown, but prices and availability
varied. Most lots, like the one that Do
worked at. cost $3 and filled fast while
other indoor garages, like the Convention
Center garage, charged $5 for the day and
tilled up around noon.
"It took a little longer than 1 expected,
maybe because we’re charging a couple of
- Jose Faros,
bucks more, but we filled up," said Scott
partygoer
Rusylo. who worked security at the
Convention Center garage. "We will just
wave people on from now on until people leave. They’ll have to find other
kits."
But finding other lots isn’t easy when you’re at a massive event like the
Cinco de Mayo Festival.
"We’re estimating this event to have about 350,000 to 400,000," SJPD
spokesman John Carrillo said. "Any time there’s this many people in one
area, there’s going to be parking problems."
Those shut out of nearby parking had other options farther away from
the festivities, but at a price. A couple of parking lots on Market and San
Salvador streets, whose employees refused comment, milked desperate
motorists for $8 and $10 dollars.
"Ifs a damn rip-off, but what could I do?" said Jose Farias, who
roughed up $8 to park at 1:00 p.m. "I didn’t want to miss all the partying
just to thrive A l
d in circles, so I paid the price."
Some motorists tried to park in residential areas, but SJPD barricaded
the roads near the parade route and only let drivers with residential parking permits pass.
"People have been trying to sneak in here and park," said SJPD officer
I.( Johnson. "But if you don’t have a permit, you’re not getting through
to the residential area. I think some people are getting desperate."

"I didn’t want to
miss all the
partying just to
drive around in
circles, so I
paid the price."
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Lowest Airtarp to Asia
Domestic Airfare :11)11 7(i,i Ill
Tours to L.A., Hawaii, & New Yolk uttered

’That 19% of SJSU students have driven
drunk at least once in the past year

’That 40.5% of SJSU students believe that
alcohol use facilitates sexual
opportunity.

’That 47.4% of SJSU students believe that
alcohol use interferes with their lives.

10,1,

li

That 65.8% of SJSU students believe that
alcohol consumption breaks the ice

X ’"!’PEP CENTER ADMIN 222A 924-5945
rdl’fr-4I 11..11,

(408) 436-8822 TvAt lt;r;r.
1633 Lundy Ave , Suite M
San Jose. CA 951.11
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Wednesday, May 7, 5:30 - 7:00PM
Student l.nion
Costanoan Room
Join us or call for more info:
(408) 293-2401
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300 Almadun 110ol
San Jose, (1.11114m0.1 0;11
(408) 287 21011

